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Matador
Factsheet 19—Using Your Own ISBN

Using Your Own ISBN
An ISBN is the unique product identifier that allows your book to be sold through bookshops. To sell your
book commercially, you will need an ISBN. Most Matador authors opt to use an ISBN supplied by Matador
(an ISBN which identifies Matador as the publisher and distributor of that book). However, it is possible to
use your own ISBN on your book. If you opt to do this, however, there are important factors you must be
aware of, as it has implications far beyond just the actual number allocated.
I want to use my own ISBN. What do I need to know?
We work with many authors who supply their own ISBN and this is generally not an issue. There are some
things to understand if providing your own ISBN to ensure that your book’s availability is not compromised.
The main points we must clarify are:
1. If you supply us with an ISBN for your book, you are classed as the publisher of that book – and you
are responsible for sending, updating and maintaining the accuracy of the bibliographic data
(metadata) associated with your book, which you supply to the bibliographic data agency (Nielsen).
Nielsen will not allow us to change any other publisher’s bibliographic data.
2. If we are handling the distribution of your book for you, then you will need to tell Nielsen that we
are acting as your distributor. If you do not do this, we shall not be sent bookshop / wholesaler
orders for your book. We cannot notify the agency on your behalf. Similarly, if we stop being the
distributor for the title, you’ll also need to tell Nielsen and supply them with new distributor
details for order routing.
3. If you wish to self‐distribute your book (i.e. Matador are not listed as your distributor), then you
will be responsible for all order fulfillment, and we shall be unable to sell or store your book stock
(unless you wish us to sell the book via our online webshop, in which case we shall request a
limited number of copies for order fulfilment).
4. If you use your own ISBN you will have a basic listing for your title on the Nielsen database – this
will include basic information about your book, but not an author biography or in depth product
description. Matador won’t be able to change how your book listing appears on any retailers’
website, as this is based wholly on the information that you supply to Nielsen. Therefore if your
price, publication date, title, etc. changes, you are responsible for updating Nielsen. Matador
offers enhanced listing for titles carrying a Matador ISBN, which offers better metadata and
therefore greater sales potential; it is possible for you to pay Nielsen to upgrade to an enhanced
listing for your book if you are publishing using your own ISBN, but we cannot do this for you. We
undertake all of our bibliographic data updating via a state‐of‐the‐art Onix datafeed system, but
as we are not allowed to change bibliographic data for books that do not carry a Matador ISBN,
we won’t be able to manage your data in this way.
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5. As the ISBN owner, you will be responsible for emailing the cover image of your book to Nielsen
once it is approved. If you do not do this, your book jacket won’t appear on any retailers’ websites.
6. If you publish with your own ISBN, you are responsible for supplying the British Library and legal
deposit library copies. The supply of these is a legal requirement for any book carrying an ISBN
number.
7. We may be able to answer basic ISBN and bibliographic data queries, but have no responsibility
for the accuracy of data or how this is displayed on third party websites.
8. We shall need you to supply us with the correct ISBN once you receive your ISBN allocation from
the ISBN Agency. We then use this in the book’s production process (i.e. on the imprint page, the
back cover, on our website, if we are selling your book, and any marketing materials, if you have
opted for marketing services).
9. Matador supplies several other bibliographic data authorities both in the UK and overseas, such
as Bowker and BDS, to ensure as wide a coverage of our titles’ availability as possible. We are not
able to do this for ISBNs registered in the name of another publisher and you’d need to investigate
sending your data to these firms yourself.
10. For authors publishing under their own ISBN number (and thus imprint) we cannot place their
book with our team of sales representatives. We use Star Book Sales to represent us as a
publisher; if you publish in the name of a different publisher, then Star do not represent you as a
publisher, so they cannot handle the sale of your book.
11. If you want to allow Waterstones to order your book, you will need to register your publishing
imprint with Waterstones’ own Independent Publisher Catalogue, so that they can place orders
via wholesalers.
How do I purchase ISBNs?
ISBNs can be bought from the UK ISBN Agency (note that if you are not a UK resident then the ISBN Agency
can advise you of the correct way to purchase ISBNs). You will need to fill in the application form, which will
set you up as a new publisher. You can read more and see the application form here:
http://www.isbn.nielsenbook.co.uk. The ISBN Agency makes lots information about correct ISBN usage
available via its website and factsheets, so we advise that you read this in full if considering publishing under
your own imprint.
How many ISBNs do I have to buy?
ISBNs can be purchased individually.The ISBN allocated to you will show your publisher identifier, and the
book or ebook identified by the ISBN will be considered as being published by you – therefore you cannot
sell or pass your ISBNs on to any other company or author.
Matador buys ISBNs in blocks of 1000, so we can allocate a single ISBN to an author’s book. However, the
ISBN remains a Matador ISBN; should you decide to republish your book elsewhere, you would need to
assign a new ISBN to the book.
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What is the link between ISBN and information about the book
The ISBN is the unique product identifier, but you still have to tell Nielsen about the book itself – this then
forms the information about the book that will appear on retailers’ websites (i.e. Amazon) and on retailers’
in‐house systems (i.e. the computers booksellers use in‐store to look up books and place orders). When you
buy your own ISBNs you are responsible for letting Nielsen know title information and for keeping that up
to date.
Does publishing using a Matador ISBN affect my rights?
No. Even if you publish your book using a Matador ISBN, you still retain all rights to your work. In our
contract with you as author, we assign all rights to you, so at no time do we own the rights to your work.
Most of our authors choose to publish using a Matador ISBN, because the Matador name is well known
within the book retail trade as a high quality publisher with sound retail distribution and marketing. As a
new publisher, authors publishing under their own imprint need to convince retailers to stock their book,
which is harder with an unknown publisher.
We are happy to publish either using a Matador or your own ISBN number and associated imprint name.
If I want to use one of Matador’s ISBNs and not buy my own, what do I need to know?
If you are using one of our ISBNs then you don’t need to worry about any administration relating to the
management of that ISBN with any bibliographic data agency or retailer; we handle that for you. However,
it’s still worth noting the following:
1. The ISBN we have supplied belongs to Matador, and therefore you can’t use it on any future
reprints or editions of your book published elsewhere. This means that while you own the text and
cover of the book and all the layout and production files, you won’t be able to reprint it via
another firm with the Matador ISBN. Similarly, you will also not be able to upload the book as an
ebook to any ebook service yourself (ie. Apple iBooks, etc.) using the Matador ISBN. If you do
publish your book elsewhere with the Matador ISBN, we will be unable to assist in rectifying any
distribution confusion that is caused.
2. The Matador ISBN and distribution route are intrinsically linked; if at any stage, you wish to take
control of your own distribution, we can do so, but you will need to allocate your own new ISBN
to the books and sticker any copies of the book carrying the Matador ISBN number to that effect.
There can only be one distributor of Matador titles, and that is Matador, not individuals.
3. If you publish a book under a Matador ISBN you are still free to publish the ebook edition with us,
for which we would assign a different Matador ISBN (as ISBNs must be unique to each format
published). If you wish to publish a book with a Matador ISBN, you may also publish an ebook
edition under your own ISBN if you wish.

If you would like more information please contact
marketing@troubador.co.uk
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